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Lolo (Yipho/ Ngwi)-Burmese of the Tibeto-Burman language family, Sino-Tibetan linguistic stock.  
This language is spoken by the Jino (Jinuo) nationality ( ) inhabiting Mengwang County 

( ) of Jinghong City ( ) of the Xishuangbanna (Sipsongpanna) Dai Autonomous State of 
Yunnan Province of China. The exact number of the speakers is hard to estimate, though it may amount 
to less than 2,000 people. 

This language has two main dialects, Bagang-Banan [ - ] and Kelian [ ]. This paper 
focuses on the Bagang-Banan dialect for the description. 

 
1.2 Previous Works on Buyuan Jino 
There are several previous works on the Buyuan Jino language, but most of them only concern 
phonological problems.  

Gai (1986) provided the first description of the Buyuan Jino language, though it presents only a 
brief phonological correspondence between Buyuan Jino and Youle Jino (another Jino language) and 
little grammatical description of Buyuan Jino. Hayashi (2010, 2013a) describe the synchronic phonology 
of this language and Hayashi (2013b) analyzes its tonal development. Hence, Buyuan Jino needs more 
detailed and comprehensive data and analyses for description in a reference grammar. 
 
1.3 Aim of This Paper and Its Orientation 
The aim of this paper is two-fold: to present an outline description of Buyuan Jino noun phrase structure 
(NP) and to analyze the internal relations of the Buyuan Jino NP and the constituent ordering.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sketches the canonical Buyuan Jino NP structure. 
Section 3 describes each slot of the Buyuan Jino NP structure and slot ordering. Section 4 focuses on 
modifying strategies in Buyuan Jino. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2. The Canonical Order of Buyuan Jino Noun Phrase Structure 
Table 1 illustrates the canonical order of the Buyuan Jino NP structure. 
 

Table 1: NP Structure of Buyuan Jino 
Demonstrative Noun (Adjective) Numeral-Classifier =Postposition 

 
A demonstrative precedes the head noun, while an adjective and numeral-classifier combination follow it. 
Postpositions can be considered clitics that follow all of the constituents in this structure. (1) exemplifies 
the canonical order of the noun phrase structure preceding the postposition. 
 

(1) j 44 phi31thu55 a55n 31l 31 55- h 44 ‘these three red clothes’ (Hayashi 2012) 
 this clothes red three-CLF  

                                                                                                                                                  
For Buyuan Jino phonology, see Hayashi (2013a). 
[Typological Features of Buyuan Jino]: Agglutinative, Analytic; SOV, Noun-Adjective Order, Relative Clause-Head 
Noun. 
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However, it is also acceptable for Buyuan Jino speakers to place the adjective before the head noun in 
natural speech, as will be discussed later in Section 3.3. 
 
3. Slots of Buyuan Jino Noun Phrase Structure and Slot Ordering 
This section will briefly describe each slot of Buyuan Jino noun phrase structure and its internal slot 
ordering.  
 
3.1 Demonstrative 
There are two basic demonstratives in this language, namely proximate and distal, as can be seen in Table 
2. The distal demonstrative a55j 44 consists of a55 and the proximate demonstrative j 44, though the 
function of a55 is at present unclear.  
 

                     Table 2: Demonstratives 

Proximate Distal 

j 44 a55j 44 

 
    Both demonstratives are exemplified in (2) (4) below. Note that Buyuan Jino has SOV word order. 
 
(2) 31 ja35 p 31 j 44 la53?   ‘Is this what you need?’ 

 2SG.NOM need FUT.NOM this Q  
(3) a55j 44= 44 x 31p 55 mja53? ‘Is that a monkey?’ 
 that=NOM monkey Q   
(4) a31li55= 44 a55lan35 j 44 pju31. ‘Ali gave this to Alan.’ 
 Ali=NOM Alan.OBL this give.PFT4  
 
(2) presents an example with proximate j 44 slotted in an interrogative equative sentence. The subject in 
this sentence is relatively complicated because / 31 ja35 p 31 / is a kind of a nominalized clause denoting 
‘what you need’. In (3), the distal demonstrative a55j 44 followed by = 44 functions as the subject in this 
sentence.5 In (4), the proximate demonstrative j 44 occupies the secondary object position in this 
sentence. 
       

                                                  
4 Some verbal forms seem to inflect to indicate perfect like pju31 in (4), which should be analyzed as an amalgamation ‘pi31 
‘to give’ + u31 ‘perfect’’. This type of amalgamation cannot necessarily occur in the verbal predicate.  
5 There are some examples showing the fusion of demonstratives and the nominative marker =  as in (i) and (ii). j 44 + =  
becomes j 31 and a55j 44 + =  becomes a55j 44.  
 
(i) j 31 31p 55l 55   ‘This is a bamboo shoot.’ 
 this.NOM bamboo shoot    
(ii) a55j 44 x 55m 44 =a44 a31tshu55  44? ‘Whose thing is that? 
 that.NOM who=GEN stuff  PART  
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3.2 Noun 
This subsection introduces the head noun in Buyuan Jino noun phrase structure. 
 
3.2.1 General Noun 
In general, nouns in this language are mostly disyllabic, though monosyllabic and polysyllabic nouns can 
also be found, as shown in (5). 
 
 (5) a. [monosyllabic] 
      mi55 ‘fire’, i31 ‘wind’, x 31 ‘earth’, si31 ‘gold’, phja31 ‘silver/money’, wa55 ‘pig’,  
     fu31 ‘maggot’, x 55 ‘rice’, tsu31 ‘house’, 35 ‘needle’, a55 ‘glue’, hi 35 ‘shoes’, etc. 
   b. [disyllabic] 
      i31wu44 ‘sun’, pja55x 44 ‘moon’, m 55tha55 ‘rain’, a55khu31 ‘hole’, i31khu31 ‘road’,  
     31x 55 ‘iron’, wu55ta55 ‘head’, mja31phi44 ‘face’, a31tsu55 ‘waist’, la55pu44 ‘hand’,  
     p 55na31 ‘buffalo’, tu55mi55 ‘tail’, kh 55n 55 ‘dog’, a31pha55 ‘leaf’, a31j 55 ‘flower’, etc. 
   c. [polysyllabic] 
     a55mu55lu55 ‘idiot’, si55j 55si55 ‘peach’, x 31ph 55 i44 ‘the day after tomorrow’,     
     p 31p 31pja55x 44 ‘butterfly’, tsa55t 31t 31m 55 ‘ladle (n.)’, n 55t 44k 44l 44 ‘earrings’, etc. 
 

Buyuan Jino has three main word formation patterns in disyllabic and polysyllabic nouns, i.e. 
affixation, reduplication, and compounding.  
 
3.2.1.1 Affixation 
There are two types of affixation in Buyuan Jino, prefixation and suffixation. 
 
(6) [Prefixation in Buyuan Jino nouns] 

{a- prefix}: nominal marker  
    a31wu44 ‘measles’, a31tshu55 ‘stuff, thing’, a31sa55x 44 ‘soul’, a31 i44 ‘day’, a31j 55 ‘flower’,    
    a31pha55 ‘leaf’, a55 h 55 ‘song’, a55phjao55 ‘thigh’, a31khu55 ‘skin’, a31pu55 ‘father’,  
    a31m 55 ‘mother’, a55tu31 ‘wing’, a55ji31 ‘soup’, a31ku55 ‘door’, a31tsi55 ‘letter’ (<CH. ), etc. 
  
(7) [Suffixation in Buyuan Jino nouns] 
  {-m  suffix}: nominalizing suffix or nominal marker for person and animal 
    jao31jen31m 44 ‘Yao people’, x 31mu31ts 55m 44 (=x 31 ‘rice’ +mu31 ‘make’ +ts 55 ‘eat’ + 
    -m 44 ‘nominalizing suffix’) ‘peasant’, a31pja55m 44p 31la55m 44 (=a31pja55m 44 ‘forest    
    products’ +p 31 ‘hit’+la55 ‘relativizer’+m 44 ‘nominalizing suffix’) ‘hunter’, a55n 31l 31m 44  
    (=a55n 31l 31 ‘smelly’ +m 44 ‘nominalizing suffix’) ‘bedbug’, etc. 
 

(6) exemplifies nominal roots prefixed with a-, which serves as a kind of nominal marker. The 
prefix a- has either 31 or 55 tone, though it is hard to state the tonal distribution at present. The form 
without the prefix cannot occur. 

5 
 

(7) illustrates nouns suffixed by -m , which can be considered a nominalizing suffix or nominal 
marker for persons and animals. For example, the Chinese loanword jao31jen31(<CH. ) ‘Yao 
nationality’ is suffixed by -m , which functions as a nominal marker for persons. x 31mu31ts 55m 44, as 
shown above, consists of a verb phrase (x 31mu31ts 55 ‘to make and eat rice’) and a nominalizer -m  
denoting an agent of a verb phrase.  

 
3.2.1.2 Reduplication 
There are a few reduplication processes that can be found in Buyuan Jino morphology, such as total 
reduplication, “l-” reduplication, and “category” reduplication. The last two can be viewed as partial 
reduplication, though they differ to a certain extent. Examples are shown below. 
 
(8) [total reduplication] 
   a55 a55 ‘brother of mother’, m 55m 55 ‘wife of mother’s brother’, ja31ja31 ‘sprout’(<CH.?), etc.  
 

Examples in (8) are clearly cases of total reduplication, which may be less common than the 
other types of reduplication. The next two types considered are partial reduplication: “l-” reduplication 
and categorizing specification. “l-” reduplication is illustrated in (9). 
 
(9) [“l-” reduplication6]  
    a55x 55l 55 ‘adult’, s 55l 55 ‘cloth’, tsa31x 55l 55 ‘ring’, a55mu55lu55 ‘idiot’, ka55phja31la31  
    ‘orphan’, a31j 55l 55 ‘shadow’, j 31 a55la55 ‘stammerer’, pja55t 31l 31 ‘earthworm’,  
    i31 a31la31 ‘owl’, tshi55pje44le44 ‘lamb’, a55ku31lu31 ‘between’, tsh 55l 44 ‘salt’, etc.  
 
“L-” reduplication, also found in Youle Jino (Hayashi 2009: 37, 96), the vowel (and normally tone as 
well) of the last syllable of a nominal base are copied following l- as the onset. The semantic effect of “l-” 
reduplication is unclear, though it appears to be semantically null.  

The following example (10) can be a kind of partial reduplication, though differing from “l-” 
reduplication.  
 
(10) [Categorizing Specification] 
    lu31m 31lu44kha44 (=lu31m 31 ‘stone’+lu44 ‘category RDP’+kha44 ‘hard’) ‘rock’,      
    tsa55t 31t 31m 55 (=tsa55t 31 ‘ladle’+t 31 ‘category RDP’+m 55 ‘big’) ‘soup ladle’,  
    tsa55t 31t 31j 55 (=tsa55t 31 ‘ladle’+t 31 ‘category RDP’+j 55 ‘small’) ‘spoon’,  
    a55 hi31 hi31j 55 (= a55 hi31 ‘string’+ hi31 ‘category RDP’+j 55 ‘small’) ‘thread’  
    si31mje55si31 31 (=si31mje55 ‘fly (n.)’ +si31 ‘category RDP’+ 31 ‘?’),  
    fu31si55fu31l 55 (=[still needs analysis]) ‘hailstone’,  
    e31phu31 e31l 55 (=[still needs analysis]) ‘snow/frost’, etc.  
 
This type of words consists of four syllables, the first two syllables of which are analyzed as the “base.” 

                                                  
6 The “l-” reduplication can be also found in the citation forms of adjectives in Buyuan Jino.  
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6 The “l-” reduplication can be also found in the citation forms of adjectives in Buyuan Jino.  
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The words in (10) select either syllable of the base as the “category” morpheme and add another syllable 
denoting the property of the base. The first example of (10), lu31m 31lu44kha44 ‘rock’, consists of four 
syllables, the first two of which express the base meaning ‘stone’. The last half of this word is made by 
reduplicating the first syllable of the base lu44 and adding the modifying morpheme kha44 ‘hard’. This 
analysis is still a work in progress that needs further investigation.7  

Compounding is also used for word formation in Buyuan Jino nouns, as shown in (11).  
 
(11) [Compounding] 
  wa55 hi44 (=wa55 ‘pig’ + hi44 ‘excrement’) ‘pig’s excrement’, a31sa55tu44 (=a31sa55 ‘air’ +  
    tu44 ‘come out’) ‘vapor’, i31wu44tu44ta44 (= i31wu44 ‘sun’ + tu44 ‘come out’ + ta44 ‘direction’)     
    ‘east’, etc. 
 
The first example of (11), wa55 hi44 ‘pig’s excrement’, consists of two morphemes that are both nominal, 
while the second example, a31sa55tu44 ‘vapor’, is interesting in that the last syllable tu44 is a verb meaning 
‘to come out’.  
 
3.2.2 Pronouns 
There is a closed set of pronouns in Buyuan Jino summarized in Table 3.  
 

Table 3: Buyuan Jino Pronouns 

 
There are morphological distinctions among 1st, 2nd and 3rd person, between singular, dual, and 

plural, and between nominative and oblique. The singular forms in the nominative9 and oblique differ in 

                                                  
7 For example, the internal morphology of fu31si55fu31l 55 ‘hailstone’ and e31phu31 e31l 55 ‘snow/frost’ in (12) demand 
elaborate analyses.  
8 The 1st plural forms have allomorphs:  

1PL (EXCL) 31 a55su31~ a55su31, 1PL (INCL) xa55ta55su31lu31 ~ kha31su55lu31 
9 Like demonstratives, the pronouns often fuse with =  or =a, as seen below: 

31+ =  (NOM)  u 31 [1SG.NOM], n 31 + =  (NOM)  31 or n 31 [2SG.NOM],  
n 31 +a (GEN)  na44 [2SG.GEN] 

(i) a. u 31  a55n 31l 31  m 55 ja31 na55.  ‘I do not need the red one.’ 
    1SG.NOM  red  NEG  need AUX 

 b. 31        p 55 hi55k 55     l 31.          ‘You (will) come to Mengwang.’ 
     2SG.NOM   Mengwang (PLN) come   
   c. n 31        m 55   i31  x 53,  a31mja55mja55  tsa55  p 44  m 35. 
     2SG.NOM   NEG  go  still   dark         PFT  FUT  PART  
    ‘You have not gone yet, but it will get dark (so soon)!’  
(ii) a. na44       a31m 55     ‘your mother’   b. na44        phi31thu55  ‘your clothes’ 

2SG.GEN   mother                     2SG.GEN    clothes 

 SG.NOM SG.OBL DU.NOM DU.OBL PL.NOM PL.OBL 

1st 31 55 kha31su55 i55 a55su31 a55 
31 a55su31 (EXCL)/  

xa55ta55su31lu31 (INCL)8 

2nd n 31 n 55 n 55su31 i55 n 55su31 a55 n 55su31lu31 n 55su55 

3rd a55j 44m 31 a55j 44m 35 a55j 44su31 i55 j 31su55 a55 a55j 44su31lu31 

7 
 

tone, while the dual forms in both cases alter the vowel in the last syllable. In the plural, except for 2nd 
plural there is no distinction between the nominative and oblique cases. (12) gives examples of pronouns 
in sentences. 

 
(12) a.  j 44 si55 hi 31 a55j 44m 35 th 55 sa31 m 44. 
  this matter 3SG.OBL PROH tell BEN 
  ‘Don’t tell this matter to him/her!’ 
 b.  ao31lan31 n 55su31 a55 p 31mu31l 31 ts 55 la53? 
  Ms. Lan 2DU.OBL help PFT Q 
  ‘Did Ms. Lan help you two?’ 
 c. xa55ta55su31 tsi31phja55 t 31! ‘Let’s drink liquor!’ 
  1PL (INCL) liquor drink   
 
3.3 Adjective 
The citation form of many adjectives has the shape [prefix- + CVi lVi]. The morphology of Buyuan Jino 
adjectives involves “l-” reduplication, as can be found in some nouns exemplified in Section 3.2.1.2.  

The canonical word order of adjective and noun, as explained in Table 1 in Section 2, is 
noun-adjective, as in (13). 
 
(13) j 44 phi31thu55 a55n 31l 31 55- h 44 ‘these three red clothes’ (Hayashi 2012) 

 this clothes red three-CLF (=1) 
 

However, the reversed order is often found in speech, as in (14) and (15). 
 
(14) a55j 44 tsh 31 hi31 u55mi31li31 tsh 31j 55 ‘that person with long hair’ 
 that hair long person  
(15) a31p 55l 55 tsh 31j 55 ‘a fat person’ 
 fat person  
 
The adjectives in both (14) and (15) precede the head nouns. This reversed order is parallel to the order of 
the relative clause and the head noun. Compare (16).  
 
(16) a. [a31 hi31fu55a31 p 55-la44] tsh 31j 55 ‘very fat person’ 
  very fat-REL person  
 b. [a31pju55 tu31-la55] tsu31 ‘student (= person who reads books)’ 
  book read-REL person  
 
The bracketed parts in (16) are relative clauses marked by the relativizer -la10 that precede the head 
nouns. The relationship between the modifier and the head will be discussed in Section 4. 

                                                  
10 The relative marker -la has different allotones, such as -la44 ~ -la55~ -la53. 
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analysis is still a work in progress that needs further investigation.7  

Compounding is also used for word formation in Buyuan Jino nouns, as shown in (11).  
 
(11) [Compounding] 
  wa55 hi44 (=wa55 ‘pig’ + hi44 ‘excrement’) ‘pig’s excrement’, a31sa55tu44 (=a31sa55 ‘air’ +  
    tu44 ‘come out’) ‘vapor’, i31wu44tu44ta44 (= i31wu44 ‘sun’ + tu44 ‘come out’ + ta44 ‘direction’)     
    ‘east’, etc. 
 
The first example of (11), wa55 hi44 ‘pig’s excrement’, consists of two morphemes that are both nominal, 
while the second example, a31sa55tu44 ‘vapor’, is interesting in that the last syllable tu44 is a verb meaning 
‘to come out’.  
 
3.2.2 Pronouns 
There is a closed set of pronouns in Buyuan Jino summarized in Table 3.  
 

Table 3: Buyuan Jino Pronouns 

 
There are morphological distinctions among 1st, 2nd and 3rd person, between singular, dual, and 

plural, and between nominative and oblique. The singular forms in the nominative9 and oblique differ in 

                                                  
7 For example, the internal morphology of fu31si55fu31l 55 ‘hailstone’ and e31phu31 e31l 55 ‘snow/frost’ in (12) demand 
elaborate analyses.  
8 The 1st plural forms have allomorphs:  

1PL (EXCL) 31 a55su31~ a55su31, 1PL (INCL) xa55ta55su31lu31 ~ kha31su55lu31 
9 Like demonstratives, the pronouns often fuse with =  or =a, as seen below: 

31+ =  (NOM)  u 31 [1SG.NOM], n 31 + =  (NOM)  31 or n 31 [2SG.NOM],  
n 31 +a (GEN)  na44 [2SG.GEN] 

(i) a. u 31  a55n 31l 31  m 55 ja31 na55.  ‘I do not need the red one.’ 
    1SG.NOM  red  NEG  need AUX 

 b. 31        p 55 hi55k 55     l 31.          ‘You (will) come to Mengwang.’ 
     2SG.NOM   Mengwang (PLN) come   
   c. n 31        m 55   i31  x 53,  a31mja55mja55  tsa55  p 44  m 35. 
     2SG.NOM   NEG  go  still   dark         PFT  FUT  PART  
    ‘You have not gone yet, but it will get dark (so soon)!’  
(ii) a. na44       a31m 55     ‘your mother’   b. na44        phi31thu55  ‘your clothes’ 

2SG.GEN   mother                     2SG.GEN    clothes 

 SG.NOM SG.OBL DU.NOM DU.OBL PL.NOM PL.OBL 

1st 31 55 kha31su55 i55 a55su31 a55 
31 a55su31 (EXCL)/  

xa55ta55su31lu31 (INCL)8 

2nd n 31 n 55 n 55su31 i55 n 55su31 a55 n 55su31lu31 n 55su55 

3rd a55j 44m 31 a55j 44m 35 a55j 44su31 i55 j 31su55 a55 a55j 44su31lu31 
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tone, while the dual forms in both cases alter the vowel in the last syllable. In the plural, except for 2nd 
plural there is no distinction between the nominative and oblique cases. (12) gives examples of pronouns 
in sentences. 

 
(12) a.  j 44 si55 hi 31 a55j 44m 35 th 55 sa31 m 44. 
  this matter 3SG.OBL PROH tell BEN 
  ‘Don’t tell this matter to him/her!’ 
 b.  ao31lan31 n 55su31 a55 p 31mu31l 31 ts 55 la53? 
  Ms. Lan 2DU.OBL help PFT Q 
  ‘Did Ms. Lan help you two?’ 
 c. xa55ta55su31 tsi31phja55 t 31! ‘Let’s drink liquor!’ 
  1PL (INCL) liquor drink   
 
3.3 Adjective 
The citation form of many adjectives has the shape [prefix- + CVi lVi]. The morphology of Buyuan Jino 
adjectives involves “l-” reduplication, as can be found in some nouns exemplified in Section 3.2.1.2.  

The canonical word order of adjective and noun, as explained in Table 1 in Section 2, is 
noun-adjective, as in (13). 
 
(13) j 44 phi31thu55 a55n 31l 31 55- h 44 ‘these three red clothes’ (Hayashi 2012) 

 this clothes red three-CLF (=1) 
 

However, the reversed order is often found in speech, as in (14) and (15). 
 
(14) a55j 44 tsh 31 hi31 u55mi31li31 tsh 31j 55 ‘that person with long hair’ 
 that hair long person  
(15) a31p 55l 55 tsh 31j 55 ‘a fat person’ 
 fat person  
 
The adjectives in both (14) and (15) precede the head nouns. This reversed order is parallel to the order of 
the relative clause and the head noun. Compare (16).  
 
(16) a. [a31 hi31fu55a31 p 55-la44] tsh 31j 55 ‘very fat person’ 
  very fat-REL person  
 b. [a31pju55 tu31-la55] tsu31 ‘student (= person who reads books)’ 
  book read-REL person  
 
The bracketed parts in (16) are relative clauses marked by the relativizer -la10 that precede the head 
nouns. The relationship between the modifier and the head will be discussed in Section 4. 

                                                  
10 The relative marker -la has different allotones, such as -la44 ~ -la55~ -la53. 
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It should be also noted that the citation form of an adjective can behave like a noun, as shown 
below. 

 
(17) u 31 a55n 31l 31 m 55 ja31 na55. ‘I do not need the red one.’ 
 1SG. NOM red NEG take AUX  
       
(18) a55tshi31li31, a55tsh 31l 31, a55kh 55l 55, x 55phi31li31, 
 sweet sour bitter pepper-hot 
 31 ka31ka53 ts 31 ha55 31!  
 1SG all eat AUX SFP  
 ‘The sweet ones, the sour ones, the bitter ones and the hot ones, I can eat all of them!’ 
(19) a31p 55l 55=x 44 a31 a55la55 a55phja55 th 55j 31 m 55 a35. 
 fatty (meat)=with lean (meat) price the same NEG COP 
 ‘The fatty (meat) is not sold for the same price as the lean (meat).’   
 
All the adjectives found in (17, 18, 19) are used like nouns. The adjectives in (17) and (18) are all 
construed as logical objects. The adjectives in (18) are topicalized and placed at the head of the sentence. 
The adjective a31p 55l 55 ‘fatty’ in (19) is followed by the postposition =x , which normally occurs with a 
head noun. 
 
3.4 Numeral-Classifier 
This subsection elaborates numeral-classifier combinations in Buyuan Jino. §3.4.1 explains numerals and 
§3.4.2 classifiers.  
 
3.4.1 Numerals  
Buyuan Jino utilizes a decimal system like other Lolo (Yipho/Ngwi)-Burmese languages. The numerals 
from ‘one’ to ‘ten’ are illustrated in Table 4.11  
 
Table 4: Numerals from ‘one’ to ‘ten’ 
 

 
The numerals from ‘eleven’ to ‘one hundred million’ are shown in Table 5. It should be noted that ‘thirty’, 
‘forty’, ‘fifty’, ‘sixty’, ‘seventy’, ‘eighty’, ‘ninety’, and ‘one hundred’ have the /55-31/ tonal combination 
pattern. ‘One thousand’, ‘ten thousand’, and ‘one hundred million’ are Chinese loanwords.    
 
 
 
                                                  
11 A word for ‘zero’ is /a31tshu55m 55tsa55/, which literally means ‘things do not exist’. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
th 55 i55 31 li44 44 hu55 si44 i44 a44 tsh 31 
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Table 5: Examples of numerals over ‘ten’ 
 

 
3.4.2 Classifiers 
In Buyuan Jino, quantifier phrases12 consist of numerals with classifiers, and most classifiers are 
monosyllabic. Some of them are ‘denominal classifiers’, which are derived from the last syllable of a 
noun. Table 6 illustrates Buyuan Jino basic classifiers. The classifiers marked with CH are Chinese 
loanwords, and those with [<N.] are denominal classifiers.  
 
Table 6: Examples of Buyuan Jino Classifiers  
Classifier Nouns to be classified Classifier Nouns to be classified 
li55 general classifier, tools, 

towel, betel nut, moon, 
song 

p 44 tree [<N: si31ts 55p 31] 

li44 earrings pjao31 broom [<N: ja55pjao31] 
lje55 human/ person pha55 leaf [<N: a31pha55] 
wu44 medicine phu44 village [<N: ts 31phu55] 
m 31 animal te 55 bed [<N: te 55] 
si55 fruits, vegetable t 31 spoon [<N: tsa55t 31] 
si44 bottle, jar t 55 story, song 

 [<N: a55t 55 (story)] 
s 55 table thi44 chair [<N: i55thi44] 
kh 44 root, stick thu55 river [<N: l 31thu55] 
khu55 slender things 

 (bamboo shoot, needle, 
kh 44 cigarette  

[<N: ja 55kh 44] 

                                                  
12 Repeated quantifier phrases with l 44 are construed as adverbial phrases, as seen below.  
 
(i) a. n 31 [th 31-la55 th 31-la55 l 44] t 44. ‘Hit (it) once by once!’ 
  2SG.NOM one-CLF one-CLF ADVZ hit  
 b. [th 31-kha55 th 31-kha55 l 44] ts 55.  ‘to eat bite by bite’ 
  one-CLF one-CLF ADVZ eat   
                  
The bracketed phrases in (i) modify the following verbs.  

11 12 13 20 21 30 

tsh 31th 55 tsh 31 i55 tsh 55 31 i31tsh 55 i31tsh 55th 44 55tsh 31 

40 50 60 70 80 90 

li55tsh 31 55tsh 31 hu55tsh 31 si55tsh 31 55tsh 31 a55tsh 31 

100 101 110 1000 10000 100000000

th 55x 31 th 55x 31th 55 th 55x 31th 55tsh 31 th 55 hen55 

(<CH. )
th 55wan55 

(<CH. ) 
th 31ji55 

(<CH. ) 
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It should be also noted that the citation form of an adjective can behave like a noun, as shown 
below. 

 
(17) u 31 a55n 31l 31 m 55 ja31 na55. ‘I do not need the red one.’ 
 1SG. NOM red NEG take AUX  
       
(18) a55tshi31li31, a55tsh 31l 31, a55kh 55l 55, x 55phi31li31, 
 sweet sour bitter pepper-hot 
 31 ka31ka53 ts 31 ha55 31!  
 1SG all eat AUX SFP  
 ‘The sweet ones, the sour ones, the bitter ones and the hot ones, I can eat all of them!’ 
(19) a31p 55l 55=x 44 a31 a55la55 a55phja55 th 55j 31 m 55 a35. 
 fatty (meat)=with lean (meat) price the same NEG COP 
 ‘The fatty (meat) is not sold for the same price as the lean (meat).’   
 
All the adjectives found in (17, 18, 19) are used like nouns. The adjectives in (17) and (18) are all 
construed as logical objects. The adjectives in (18) are topicalized and placed at the head of the sentence. 
The adjective a31p 55l 55 ‘fatty’ in (19) is followed by the postposition =x , which normally occurs with a 
head noun. 
 
3.4 Numeral-Classifier 
This subsection elaborates numeral-classifier combinations in Buyuan Jino. §3.4.1 explains numerals and 
§3.4.2 classifiers.  
 
3.4.1 Numerals  
Buyuan Jino utilizes a decimal system like other Lolo (Yipho/Ngwi)-Burmese languages. The numerals 
from ‘one’ to ‘ten’ are illustrated in Table 4.11  
 
Table 4: Numerals from ‘one’ to ‘ten’ 
 

 
The numerals from ‘eleven’ to ‘one hundred million’ are shown in Table 5. It should be noted that ‘thirty’, 
‘forty’, ‘fifty’, ‘sixty’, ‘seventy’, ‘eighty’, ‘ninety’, and ‘one hundred’ have the /55-31/ tonal combination 
pattern. ‘One thousand’, ‘ten thousand’, and ‘one hundred million’ are Chinese loanwords.    
 
 
 
                                                  
11 A word for ‘zero’ is /a31tshu55m 55tsa55/, which literally means ‘things do not exist’. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
th 55 i55 31 li44 44 hu55 si44 i44 a44 tsh 31 
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Table 5: Examples of numerals over ‘ten’ 
 

 
3.4.2 Classifiers 
In Buyuan Jino, quantifier phrases12 consist of numerals with classifiers, and most classifiers are 
monosyllabic. Some of them are ‘denominal classifiers’, which are derived from the last syllable of a 
noun. Table 6 illustrates Buyuan Jino basic classifiers. The classifiers marked with CH are Chinese 
loanwords, and those with [<N.] are denominal classifiers.  
 
Table 6: Examples of Buyuan Jino Classifiers  
Classifier Nouns to be classified Classifier Nouns to be classified 
li55 general classifier, tools, 

towel, betel nut, moon, 
song 

p 44 tree [<N: si31ts 55p 31] 

li44 earrings pjao31 broom [<N: ja55pjao31] 
lje55 human/ person pha55 leaf [<N: a31pha55] 
wu44 medicine phu44 village [<N: ts 31phu55] 
m 31 animal te 55 bed [<N: te 55] 
si55 fruits, vegetable t 31 spoon [<N: tsa55t 31] 
si44 bottle, jar t 55 story, song 

 [<N: a55t 55 (story)] 
s 55 table thi44 chair [<N: i55thi44] 
kh 44 root, stick thu55 river [<N: l 31thu55] 
khu55 slender things 

 (bamboo shoot, needle, 
kh 44 cigarette  

[<N: ja 55kh 44] 

                                                  
12 Repeated quantifier phrases with l 44 are construed as adverbial phrases, as seen below.  
 
(i) a. n 31 [th 31-la55 th 31-la55 l 44] t 44. ‘Hit (it) once by once!’ 
  2SG.NOM one-CLF one-CLF ADVZ hit  
 b. [th 31-kha55 th 31-kha55 l 44] ts 55.  ‘to eat bite by bite’ 
  one-CLF one-CLF ADVZ eat   
                  
The bracketed phrases in (i) modify the following verbs.  

11 12 13 20 21 30 

tsh 31th 55 tsh 31 i55 tsh 55 31 i31tsh 55 i31tsh 55th 44 55tsh 31 

40 50 60 70 80 90 

li55tsh 31 55tsh 31 hu55tsh 31 si55tsh 31 55tsh 31 a55tsh 31 

100 101 110 1000 10000 100000000

th 55x 31 th 55x 31th 55 th 55x 31th 55tsh 31 th 55 hen55 

(<CH. )
th 55wan55 

(<CH. ) 
th 31ji55 

(<CH. ) 
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sugar cane, bracelet, 
pillar, pen, umbrella)  

tsi44 beans, rice, peanut khu31 road [<N: i31khu31] 
ts 31  table hi31 rope [<N: n 55 hi31] 

55 pair (shoes, chopsticks) tsu31 house [<N: tsu31] 
55 stool, chair tsh 44 mountain  

[<N: i55tsh 44] 
h 55 covering, tofu   m 55 hair [<N: a55m 55] 
h 55l 55 13 paper si55 fruits, vegetable  

[<N: a55si55] 
p n31 (CH) books [< ] j 44 flower [<N: a31j 55] 
tsh 31 (CH) level, floor [< ] khu55 cup, bamboo shoot, needle, sugar 

cane, bracelet  
[<N: khu55si31] 

f 44 (CH) letter [< ] l 31 river [<N: l 31thu55] 
 
Table 7: Counting classifiers 
Classifier Nouns to be classified Classifier Nouns to be classified 
mjao31 year pi31 pile 

x 44 month 55 stretch of road 

i44 day h 55 piece of land 

mje31 night 55 step for walking  
phu44  times in55 500 grams (< ) 

tsu55 life tshi31 one-third meter (< )

tsha 31 group tshun55 (CH) inch (< ) 
thu31 length between thumb and 

middle finger 
mu31 (CH) about 666.7m2 (< ) 

kh 55 length of arm tui55 (CH) pair (< ) 

na31 width of finger tho 31(CH) basket (< ) 

 
Examples with numeral-classifier combination are seen in (20, 21, 22) below. 
 
(20) a. 31 wa55 55-m 31 tsu35. ‘I have three pigs.’ 
  1SG.NOM pig three-CLF EXV   
 b. tsh 31j 55 i55-lje55 ‘two persons’ 
  person two-CLF    
(21) i55tsh 31 a31wa55 55 55m 44 th 55-j 44 ts 31 la55 m 44. 
 mountain below Buyuan Jino people 1-CLF EXV PART NMLZ 

                                                  
13 This classifier is derived by “l-” reduplication. 
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 ‘At the bottom of the mountain there lives a family of Buyuan Jino people.’ 
(22) a31m 55 p 31 i 55 th 55-phu44 li31 k 53. ‘My mother has been to Beijing once.’ 
 mother Beijing one-CLF go EXP   
 
(20) and (21) illustrate that the numeral-classifier combination follows the head noun, whereas (22) 
shows that the counting classifier following the numeral modifies the verb li31 ‘to go’.  

Regarding quantifier phrases, one point to note is that there is a special plural marking for 
persons, su31~ u31, whose order with numerals is unusual, as shown in (23). 
 
(23) a. a55j 44 su31- i55 th 55j 44 kh 31 l 55 ts 53. 
  that PL-two at the same time arrive come PFT 
  ‘Those two people have arrived (here) at the same time.’ 
 b. j 44 u31- i55 ‘these two people’ 
  this PL-two     
 
(23) shows examples with su31~ u31 followed by the numeral i55 ‘two’. My field notes indicate that the 
classifiers do not occur if su31~ u31 is followed by numerals.      
 
(24) a. j 44 a31pju55 tu31-la55 i55-lje55 b. j 44 a31pju55 tu31-la55 u31- i55 
  this book read-REL two-CLF  this book read-REL PL-two 
  ‘these two students’      
(25) j 44 a31pju55 tu31-la55 u31lu31 ‘these students’ 
 this book read-REL PL      
 
In the examples in (24) and (25), the relative marker -la actually functions as nominalizer, hence the 
phrase [a31pju55 tu31-la55] means ‘students’. Normally, the quantifier phrase follows the head noun 
(phrase) as in (24a), but as in (24b) su31~ u31with numerals can follow the head noun (phrase). (25) 
illustrates a noun phrase with su31~ u31, which denotes plurality but does not specify the number, 
undergoing “l-”-reduplication.    
 
3.5 Postpositions 
Postpositions in Buyuan Jino, as in other Tibeto-Burman languages, mainly function as case-markers. 
The Buyuan Jino postpositions are listed in Table 8.  
 

               Table 8: Buyuan Jino Postpositions 
Postposition Functions 
=  nominative, instrumental 
=m  (patient) 
=a genitive 
=x  ablative, comitative, juxtaposition 
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sugar cane, bracelet, 
pillar, pen, umbrella)  

tsi44 beans, rice, peanut khu31 road [<N: i31khu31] 
ts 31  table hi31 rope [<N: n 55 hi31] 

55 pair (shoes, chopsticks) tsu31 house [<N: tsu31] 
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[<N: i55tsh 44] 
h 55 covering, tofu   m 55 hair [<N: a55m 55] 
h 55l 55 13 paper si55 fruits, vegetable  

[<N: a55si55] 
p n31 (CH) books [< ] j 44 flower [<N: a31j 55] 
tsh 31 (CH) level, floor [< ] khu55 cup, bamboo shoot, needle, sugar 

cane, bracelet  
[<N: khu55si31] 

f 44 (CH) letter [< ] l 31 river [<N: l 31thu55] 
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Classifier Nouns to be classified Classifier Nouns to be classified 
mjao31 year pi31 pile 

x 44 month 55 stretch of road 

i44 day h 55 piece of land 

mje31 night 55 step for walking  
phu44  times in55 500 grams (< ) 

tsu55 life tshi31 one-third meter (< )

tsha 31 group tshun55 (CH) inch (< ) 
thu31 length between thumb and 

middle finger 
mu31 (CH) about 666.7m2 (< ) 

kh 55 length of arm tui55 (CH) pair (< ) 

na31 width of finger tho 31(CH) basket (< ) 

 
Examples with numeral-classifier combination are seen in (20, 21, 22) below. 
 
(20) a. 31 wa55 55-m 31 tsu35. ‘I have three pigs.’ 
  1SG.NOM pig three-CLF EXV   
 b. tsh 31j 55 i55-lje55 ‘two persons’ 
  person two-CLF    
(21) i55tsh 31 a31wa55 55 55m 44 th 55-j 44 ts 31 la55 m 44. 
 mountain below Buyuan Jino people 1-CLF EXV PART NMLZ 

                                                  
13 This classifier is derived by “l-” reduplication. 
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 ‘At the bottom of the mountain there lives a family of Buyuan Jino people.’ 
(22) a31m 55 p 31 i 55 th 55-phu44 li31 k 53. ‘My mother has been to Beijing once.’ 
 mother Beijing one-CLF go EXP   
 
(20) and (21) illustrate that the numeral-classifier combination follows the head noun, whereas (22) 
shows that the counting classifier following the numeral modifies the verb li31 ‘to go’.  

Regarding quantifier phrases, one point to note is that there is a special plural marking for 
persons, su31~ u31, whose order with numerals is unusual, as shown in (23). 
 
(23) a. a55j 44 su31- i55 th 55j 44 kh 31 l 55 ts 53. 
  that PL-two at the same time arrive come PFT 
  ‘Those two people have arrived (here) at the same time.’ 
 b. j 44 u31- i55 ‘these two people’ 
  this PL-two     
 
(23) shows examples with su31~ u31 followed by the numeral i55 ‘two’. My field notes indicate that the 
classifiers do not occur if su31~ u31 is followed by numerals.      
 
(24) a. j 44 a31pju55 tu31-la55 i55-lje55 b. j 44 a31pju55 tu31-la55 u31- i55 
  this book read-REL two-CLF  this book read-REL PL-two 
  ‘these two students’      
(25) j 44 a31pju55 tu31-la55 u31lu31 ‘these students’ 
 this book read-REL PL      
 
In the examples in (24) and (25), the relative marker -la actually functions as nominalizer, hence the 
phrase [a31pju55 tu31-la55] means ‘students’. Normally, the quantifier phrase follows the head noun 
(phrase) as in (24a), but as in (24b) su31~ u31with numerals can follow the head noun (phrase). (25) 
illustrates a noun phrase with su31~ u31, which denotes plurality but does not specify the number, 
undergoing “l-”-reduplication.    
 
3.5 Postpositions 
Postpositions in Buyuan Jino, as in other Tibeto-Burman languages, mainly function as case-markers. 
The Buyuan Jino postpositions are listed in Table 8.  
 

               Table 8: Buyuan Jino Postpositions 
Postposition Functions 
=  nominative, instrumental 
=m  (patient) 
=a genitive 
=x  ablative, comitative, juxtaposition 
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Typical examples are shown below, a more detailed account of which will appear in upcoming papers.14  
 
[= ] 
 
(26) a. mi55 i44= 44 a55mjao31 a31si55 th 55- i44 m 35. 
  tomorrow =NOM year new one-CLF PART 
  ‘Tomorrow is the first day of the new year.’ 
 b. a31li55= 44 m 55soan35 ao35.   
  Ali=NOM all the way cry   
  ‘Ali was crying all the way.’ 
 c. a31m 35, a55j 44 u44lu31= 44 35 ji55 55. 
  Hey 3PL.NOM=NOM 1SG.OBL scold PART 
  ‘Hey! They scolded me!’ 
(27) a55lan44= 44 ka 55pi31= 44 a31pju55 pju55 31. 
 Alan=NOM pen=INSTR letter write PFT 
 ‘Alan wrote letters with a pen.’ 
       

The postposition =  basically marks the nominative and instrumental case. (26) shows examples 
with =  marking the nominative case and (27) the instrumental case. Buyuan Jino is a 
nominative-accusative language, because the subjects of both intransitive sentences (26a, b) and 
transitive sentences (26c) are marked in the same manner, and the subject and object in (26c) are marked 
differently.  
 
[=m ] 
 
(28) a. u 31 mi55 (=m 44) m31 mi55 u31. 
  1SG.NOM fire (=PAT) CAUS extinguished PART 

                                                  
14 The account of Table 8 and the examples following it should be done in more detail in later analysis. One of the 
reviewers suggests another analysis of Table 8 as follows.  
 
 

Postpositions Case-marking Usages 

=  
Nominative (intensifier) Subject (theme) 

Instrumental ------ 

=m  Accusative (intensifier) Patient 

=a Genitive marker Possessor, etc. 

=x  
Ablative marker Starting point, material, comparison, etc. 

Comitative marker Also used as juxtaposition particle 
 
This table (slightly adapted by the author) clearly differentiates case-marking functions from syntagmatic/ pragmatic usages. 
In any case, more data from texts and narratives are needed for investigating the detailed functions of these postpositions. 
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  ‘I extinguished fire.’ 
 b. na44 a31m 55  (=m 44) kha31 la55.  
  2SG.GEN mother (=PAT) call come  
  ‘Call your mother!’ 
 

As seen in (28) above, =m  can mark the patient noun. The patient noun in the object position in 
Buyuan Jino is normally unmarked, but in some cases, it is overtly marked by =m  for disambiguation 
from other noun phrases.  
 
[=a] 
 
(29) a. a55po31 =a44 i31j 55 = 44   x 55m 44 44? 
  Abo (PSN)=GEN younger brother=NOM what PART 
  ‘Who is Abo’s younger brother?’ 
 b. j 31 a55 ( 35).  
  this.NOM 1SG.GEN COP  
  ‘This is mine.’  
 

=a marks the genitive case, as in (29). The possessive noun precedes the possessee noun (29a), 
but the possessee noun can be omitted if it is construable from context, as in (29b).  
 
[=x ] 
 
(30) a31pu55 tsh 55li44=x 44 l 31 la55.  
 father Jinghong(PLN)=ABL come PART  
 ‘My father came from Jinghong.’ (Hayashi 2012) 
(31) 31 55 =x 44 a31 44 tsi55 44. 
 2SG.NOM 1SG.OBL =ABL tall more tall 
 ‘You are taller than I.’ (Hayashi 2012) 
(32) a31la55mu31khu31 tsa31 k 44 a55j 44 u44lu31= x 44 sa31tsha31. 
 whatever exist if 3PL= COM talk 
 ‘Whatever you may have to discuss, talk with them!’ (Hayashi 2012) 
(33) n 31=x 44 a55j 44m 44 a31la55 tsh 31j 55 kuan31 i55? 
 2SG.NOM=and 3SG.NOM what human beings relationships 
 ‘What relationship is it between you and him/her?’ (Hayashi 2012) 

x  shows polyfunctionality in the case-marking system of Buyuan Jino, marking the ablative 
(30, 31), comitative (32) and juxtaposition cases (33). x  in (31) is construed as ablative even though it 
occurs in a comparative sentence. Case polysemy is widely attested in world languages (Malchukov and 
Narrog 2009), but Buyuan Jino is characteristic in that the ablative and comitative cases are marked in the 
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Typical examples are shown below, a more detailed account of which will appear in upcoming papers.14  
 
[= ] 
 
(26) a. mi55 i44= 44 a55mjao31 a31si55 th 55- i44 m 35. 
  tomorrow =NOM year new one-CLF PART 
  ‘Tomorrow is the first day of the new year.’ 
 b. a31li55= 44 m 55soan35 ao35.   
  Ali=NOM all the way cry   
  ‘Ali was crying all the way.’ 
 c. a31m 35, a55j 44 u44lu31= 44 35 ji55 55. 
  Hey 3PL.NOM=NOM 1SG.OBL scold PART 
  ‘Hey! They scolded me!’ 
(27) a55lan44= 44 ka 55pi31= 44 a31pju55 pju55 31. 
 Alan=NOM pen=INSTR letter write PFT 
 ‘Alan wrote letters with a pen.’ 
       

The postposition =  basically marks the nominative and instrumental case. (26) shows examples 
with =  marking the nominative case and (27) the instrumental case. Buyuan Jino is a 
nominative-accusative language, because the subjects of both intransitive sentences (26a, b) and 
transitive sentences (26c) are marked in the same manner, and the subject and object in (26c) are marked 
differently.  
 
[=m ] 
 
(28) a. u 31 mi55 (=m 44) m31 mi55 u31. 
  1SG.NOM fire (=PAT) CAUS extinguished PART 

                                                  
14 The account of Table 8 and the examples following it should be done in more detail in later analysis. One of the 
reviewers suggests another analysis of Table 8 as follows.  
 
 

Postpositions Case-marking Usages 

=  
Nominative (intensifier) Subject (theme) 

Instrumental ------ 

=m  Accusative (intensifier) Patient 

=a Genitive marker Possessor, etc. 

=x  
Ablative marker Starting point, material, comparison, etc. 

Comitative marker Also used as juxtaposition particle 
 
This table (slightly adapted by the author) clearly differentiates case-marking functions from syntagmatic/ pragmatic usages. 
In any case, more data from texts and narratives are needed for investigating the detailed functions of these postpositions. 
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  ‘I extinguished fire.’ 
 b. na44 a31m 55  (=m 44) kha31 la55.  
  2SG.GEN mother (=PAT) call come  
  ‘Call your mother!’ 
 

As seen in (28) above, =m  can mark the patient noun. The patient noun in the object position in 
Buyuan Jino is normally unmarked, but in some cases, it is overtly marked by =m  for disambiguation 
from other noun phrases.  
 
[=a] 
 
(29) a. a55po31 =a44 i31j 55 = 44   x 55m 44 44? 
  Abo (PSN)=GEN younger brother=NOM what PART 
  ‘Who is Abo’s younger brother?’ 
 b. j 31 a55 ( 35).  
  this.NOM 1SG.GEN COP  
  ‘This is mine.’  
 

=a marks the genitive case, as in (29). The possessive noun precedes the possessee noun (29a), 
but the possessee noun can be omitted if it is construable from context, as in (29b).  
 
[=x ] 
 
(30) a31pu55 tsh 55li44=x 44 l 31 la55.  
 father Jinghong(PLN)=ABL come PART  
 ‘My father came from Jinghong.’ (Hayashi 2012) 
(31) 31 55 =x 44 a31 44 tsi55 44. 
 2SG.NOM 1SG.OBL =ABL tall more tall 
 ‘You are taller than I.’ (Hayashi 2012) 
(32) a31la55mu31khu31 tsa31 k 44 a55j 44 u44lu31= x 44 sa31tsha31. 
 whatever exist if 3PL= COM talk 
 ‘Whatever you may have to discuss, talk with them!’ (Hayashi 2012) 
(33) n 31=x 44 a55j 44m 44 a31la55 tsh 31j 55 kuan31 i55? 
 2SG.NOM=and 3SG.NOM what human beings relationships 
 ‘What relationship is it between you and him/her?’ (Hayashi 2012) 

x  shows polyfunctionality in the case-marking system of Buyuan Jino, marking the ablative 
(30, 31), comitative (32) and juxtaposition cases (33). x  in (31) is construed as ablative even though it 
occurs in a comparative sentence. Case polysemy is widely attested in world languages (Malchukov and 
Narrog 2009), but Buyuan Jino is characteristic in that the ablative and comitative cases are marked in the 
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same fashion. 
 
4. Modifying Nouns 
This section will briefly describe major strategies for modifying nouns in Buyuan Jino. There are five 
main modifying elements: demonstratives, possessive phrases, adjectives, quantifier phrases, and relative 
clauses. Section 4.1 will sketch modifying structures with each modifying element above, and Section 4.2 
will discuss the prospective changes of word order in modifying structures in Buyuan Jino. 
 
4.1 Major Strategies for Modifying Nouns 
The five major strategies for modifying nouns will be exemplified below.  
 
[Demonstrative] 
In Buyuan Jino, demonstratives precede the head noun, as shown in (34).  
 
(34) a. j 44 a31pju55 b. a55j 44 fu44 
  this book  that maggot 
  ‘this book’  ‘that maggot’ 
 
[Possessive Phrase] 
As mentioned before, the possessor phrase with the postposition =a44 precedes the head noun (possessee), 
exemplified in (35) and (36).  
 
(35) [a55j 44m 31=a44] phi31thu55= 44 j 44 mja53? 
 3SG.NOM=GEN clothes=NOM this Q 
 ‘Is his/her clothes this?’ 

(36) j 44 na44 a31pju55 55-p n31

 this you.GEN book three-CLF
 ‘these three books of yours’ 

 
[Adjective] 
Adjectives canonically follow the head nouns, though the reversed order is accepted by the younger 
generation, as shown below. 
 
(37) a. a31j 55 a55n 31l 31  b. a55n 31l 31 a31j 55  
  flower red   red flower  
  ‘a red flower’      
(38) a. phi31thu55 a55n 31l 31 55- h 44 b. phi31thu55 55- h 44 a55n 31l 31 
  clothes red three-CLF  clothes three-CLF red 
  ‘three red clothes’      
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4.2 Prospective Word Order Change of Modifier and the Head Noun 
Section 4.1 demonstrated the present word order of major modifying strategies, which is summarized in 
the left column of Table 9. Most of the modifying strategies have modifier-head order, but adjectives and 
quantifier phrases have head-modifier order as well. 
 
Table 9: Prospective Order Change Motivated by Language Contact and Functional Analogy 
 Present  Prospective Change? 

Demonstrative Demonstrative-Head N 
[Mod-Head] 

 
 

Demonstrative-Head N 
[Mod-Head] 

Possessive Phrase Possessor P-Head N 
[Mod-Head] 

 
 

Possessor P-Head N 
[Mod-Head] 

Adjective Head N-Adj /Adj-Head N 
[Head-Mod]/[Mod-Head] 

Adj-Head N ? 
[Mod-Head] 

Quantifier Phrase Head N-QP/ QP-Head N 
[Head-Mod]/[Mod-Head] 

QP-Head N ? 
[Mod-Head] 

Relative Clause Rel-Head N 
[Mod-Head] 

 
 

Rel-Head N 
[Mod-Head] 

 
Unlike Youle Jino,16 the adjective and the quantifier phrases originally followed the head noun, and the 
modifier-head order has arisen due to linguistic contact with Yunnan Mandarin Chinese.17 Yunnan 
Chinese is now the dominant language in minority regions of Yunnan Province and many minority 
languages in Yunnan are becoming endangered or shifting to Yunnan Chinese. Buyuan Jino is relatively 
safer than the other minority languages, but this “syntactic disorder” can be construed as a phenomenon 
motivated by language contact with Chinese.  

The rightmost column of Table 9 presents a speculation about prospective changes of 
modifier-head order. At the moment, there are two types of word order in adjective and quantifier phrase 
in Buyuan Jino, but in the future, modifier-head relationships are likely to merge into one type, that is, 
with the modifier preceding the head. True, this speculated change is motivated by Chinese influence, but 
it might arise naturally from the viewpoint of consistency in the syntactic slots of modifiers. 
 
5. Concluding Remarks 
To conclude this paper, the noun phrase structure of Buyuan Jino can be characterized as follows; 
 
i) The internal word order of the noun phrase can be canonically schematized thus: Demonstrative 

| Noun | Adjective | Numeral-Classifier | = Postposition. The Adjective and Numeral-Classifier, 

                                                  
16 Youle Jino basically has head-adjective and head-quantifier phrase order, even though there are a few exceptions. 
17 Yunnan Mandarin Chinese basically has the same word ordering as the Standard Mandarin Chinese/ Putonghua . 
The modifier precedes the head in both varieties of Chinese. 
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however, can be raised in many cases, which is probably due to the influence of language 
contact with Chinese.  

ii) The scrambled order among Head NP, Adjective, and Quantifier Phrase is accepted by the 
younger generation. 

iii) There is a special plural marker for person, su31~ u31, which requires a peculiar order of 
elements in the noun phrase.   

 
This paper mainly used elicitation and data from interviews. Further investigation will require more 
extensive data from narratives and texts.  
 
Abbreviations 
ABL: ablative: ADVZ: advervializer, AUX: auxiliary, BEN: benefactive, CAUS: causative, CH: Chinese 
loanwords, CLF: classifier, COM: comitative, COP: copula, DU: dual, EXCL: exclusive, EXP: 
experiential aspect, EXV: existential verb, FUT: future, GEN: genitive, INCL: inclusive, INSTR: 
instrumental, Mod: modifier, N: noun, <N: denominal classifiers, NEG: negative, NMLZ: nominalizer, 
NOM: nominative, NP: noun phrase, OBL: oblique, PART: particle, PAT: patient, PFT: perfect, PL: plural, 
PLN: place name,PROH: prohibitive, PSN: personal name, Q: question particle, QP: quantifier phrase, 
RDP: reduplication, REL: relative marker, SFP: sentence final particle, SG: singular, T: theme 
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